ANTI-TANK GRENADE
LAUNCHERS - RCWS

(REMOTELY CONTROLLED WEAPON SYSTEM)

STANDARD FEATURES:

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

1. Day/night op cs (camera) is standard.
Sensi vity allows a good picture from ¼ of the
Moon.

1. Laser Range Finder (LRF) with ballis c computer

2. Digital remote control unit over the wire
– up to 25m;
Remote control gives more security for the
soldier-operator, because he stays in a shelter
during the opera on.
This also lowers the stress-level during ﬁre and
let the soldier to be more focused on the
shoo ng.

LRF allows to calculate digitaly and automa c the
ballis cs and to correct the aiming to have probability
close to physical possibili es on sta c targets.
This system virtually eliminates the human-mistake
factor and the on-site calcula on inaccuracy.
Allows soldiers with much shorter trainging course to
acomplish mission sucsessfully.
2. Thermal vision op cs
Thermal vision gives more possibili es during hard
weather and low visibility condi ons.

Also this system could be used for
observa on.
Increase of eﬀec veness compared to the
standard SPG-9.

25 m

The SPG-9 is primarily an anti-armour weapon that ﬁres a 73 mm high-explosive anti-tank
warhead to ranges exceeding 1,300 m.
The weapon can also ﬁre high-explosive fragmentation ammunition for use against personnel
(to indirect ranges approaching 4,600-4,800 m).

ANTI-TANK GRENADE
LAUNCHERS - RCWS
(REMOTELY CONTROLLED WEAPON SYSTEM)

TECHNICAL DATA
Calibre: 73 mm
Ammunition:
Works with all types of anti-tank and
fragmentation type 73mm rounds for this type of
grenade-launcher
Dimensions:
Length: 2360 mm, Width:1100 mm, Height:
1150 mm
(dimensions of shoot-ready position)
Weight (unloaded):
Shoot-ready with tripod,camera: 80 kg
ACCESSORIES
Optical sight :Day/night optics (camera)
Bag for rounds: (2psc)
Set of front and rear canvas covers: 1pc.
Canvas gloves: 1 pair
Bag with set of spare parts and
accessories: 1pc.
Brush: 1pc.
Cleaning rod: 1pc.
PACKING
2 (two) Wooden cases with 1 (one) weapon
and accessories:
Case 1 dimensions:
Length: 2445 mm,Width: 410 mm,
Height: 470 mm
Weight of wooden case: 115 kg
3
Volume of wooden case: 0.4712 m
Case 2 dimensions:
Length:1000 mm, Width: 410 mm,
Height: 470 mm
Weight of wooden case: 50 kg
3
Volume of wooden case: 0.1927 m
Gross weight of cases incl. 1 weapon and
accessories: 165 kg (115 kg+50 kg)
3
Volume of wooden cases total: 0.6639 m
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